Surface texturing is an effective and more lasting technique in reducing reflections and improving light trapping compared to antireflection coatings. A surface texturing technique using Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) method suitable for crystalline and multi crystalline solar cells, which resuited in surfaces wRh negligible reflection in the visible band is descdbed.
Different texturing structures (pillars. holes and black silicon) have been studied and compared in the wavelength range From 250nm-2500nm. It is found that the reflectance of the textured column structures were less than 0.4% at wavelengths from 500nm to lOOOnm and showed a minimum of 0.29?4 at 1000 nm while the reflectivity from black silicon is around 1% and hole structures is around 6.8% in the same wavelength range.
INlRODUCTlON
Surface texturing is a more permanent and effective solution to reflection compared to antireflection coating. In addition to minimise reflection of the incoming light, it increases the effective cell thickness through the double bounce effects. Higher cell efficiencies can also be achieved by light trapping of long wavelength light Surface texturing for enhanced absorption in Si has been historically obtained by creating randomly distributed pyramids (11 using anisotropic etchants but this works well only on single crystalline silicon because of its crystallographic orientations. These techniques are not satisfactory for multicrystalline silicon (m&) solar cells because of the random grain orientation. Several attempts have been made to texture polycrystalline and multi crystalline Silicon wafers. including laser-structuring [2] , mechanical diamond saw cutting [3] porous-Si etching 141 and mask-less RIE etching which results in so-called 'Black silicon' (51. Also by applying an etch mask to the surface and using isotropic etching, structures can be etched in mc-Si for light confinement [6] However, most of these generally slow techniques may be too costly to ever be used in large-scale productions. This paper presents hexagonal structured columns and holes texturing using reactive ion etching, which considerably reduces surface reflections and improves light trapping without introducing significant damage 
SURFhCETD(NRING
Surface texturing has been achieved first using photolithography to define the textured patterns followed by reactive ion etching pattern transfer process as illustrated in Fig.1 A Chrome on Glass mask (arrays of 3 &m holes in 4pm pitch, hexagonally arranged) was used as the lithography mask. A commercially available g-line photoresist (Shipley S-1805) has been used for pattern definition. All samples were dip-developed in Shipley MF320 developer at 3:l dilution in deionised water for 10 s. We employed subtractive (etching) technique for making hole type patterns and an additive (lift-off) technique for making column type patterns. For Mt off process 40 nm of NiCr was evaporated on top of substrates. The steps used in the fabrication of the hexagonally arranged holes structure are shown in Fig.l The final textured surface of hole type structure is shown in Fig.3 . after the dry etch processes. A silicon wafer with arrays of 3-4 gm NiCr dots which were transferred using lift off technique was subjected to a RIE treatment similar to that described in (a). The final textured surfaces of column type are shown in Fig.4 . after the dry etch processes. The column structures were ended up with cone structure due to our intentionally over etching.
c. Black silicon formation
In this process no intentional mask is used. The black silicon texturing is based on local and regenerating oxide masking and therefore inhomogeneous etching. Initially the surface is covered with native oxide. This masking layer is not removed homogeneously, but perforated first. The diffuse reflectance of each of the four samples was measured using a purpose built integrating sphere attachment of a high accuracy spectrophotometer. The measurements were made against a .pressed halon reference standard and are accurate to better than 1% over most of the visible wavelength range. For uniformly treated samples, the values obtained should therefore represent the absolute reflectance of the sample surface, at least in the region of strong absorption of Si up to -1000nm. For values above that wavelength, the samples become transparent and the measured reflectance then depends on the sample backing used. Figure 7 shows the measured diffuse reflectance as a function of the wavelength. It can be seen that in all three types of textured surfaces the reflection decreases at wavelengths from 250 to 2500 nm. In particular, at wavelengths from 250 nm to 1000 nm, which include the visible region, the reflection decreased drastically compared with that of the polished silicon surface as expected.
The reflectance from the surface of the cone structure was less than 0.4% at wavelengths from 400nm to 1000nm and showed a minimum of 0.29% at 1000 nm which is much less than that obtained for hole structures. The untreated silicon wafer shows a reflectance of approximately 40% at wavelengths from 400nm to lOOOnm and shows a minimum of 32% at 1000nm.
In comparison the reflectance of the hole structure was around 8.8% at wavelengths from 400nm to 1000nm and showed a minimum of 4.8% at 1000 nm. Even though the hole structure shows higher reflectance than that of column structure at wavelengths from 400nm to 1000nm. it exhibns approximately 8% less reflectance than that of column structure at wavelengths higher than IOOOnm but this may be due to the backing layer used in our measurements.
The reflectance of the mask-less etched surface was less than 1.4% at wavelengths from 400nm to IOOOnm and showed a minimum of 0.8% at 1000 nm.
CONCLUSION
A Reactive Ion Etching process has been developed for surface texturing. Three structures have been compared for surface texturing; column structures. hole structures and mask-less etched structures and showed measured reflectance of less than 0.4%. 6.8% and 1.4% respectively at wavelengths from 400nm to 1000nm. This crystal orientation-independent texturing can be used both for monocrystalline and multicrystalline solar cells without introducing significant damage as evident from a Sub-micron channelling contrast microscopy (CCM) performed on these samples. The advantage of using RIE texturing is that RIE is a parallel, high throughput process compared to the laser texturing which requires serial process. 
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